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1 Ratting Roaring Willie/High Drive
This rollicking song, attributed at least partially to Robert Burns, presents the world-wide,
eternal fiddlers’ predicament: plenty of great friends and great times playing music, with
the scarcity of money. I especially appreciate the line “if I sell my fiddle, the world would
think I’m mad”! A traditional Cape Breton A-modal tune entitled the Old Time Wed-
ding Reel is sandwiched between verses. The High Drive was written by the late Gordon
Duncan of Scotland.
Aoife - Vocals | Shannon – Flute | Hanneke – Fiddle

2 Liam Childs/Balkin’ Balkan/The E-B-E Reel D Liz Carroll/BMI

We asked Liz Carroll to write some music for Childsplay in anticipation of a modern

dance piece that Molly Gawler created for our 2008 tour . You can see the dance, The

Blooming Conductor, on our web site. Molly, who dances with Pilobolus when she isn’t

touring with Childsplay, choreographed the dance to these fine tunes. Thank you Liz!

Laurel – Fiddle | John – Banjo | Shannon – Accordion and Flute | Ralph - Bass

3 Tears of Healing Rain (song) /After the Rain (tune) D 1998 Mark Simos/Devachan

Music /BMI.Orchestral arrangement D 2008 Mark Simos/Devachan Music /BMI. All rights reserved.

Mark arranged this, one of his “non-denominational gospel” songs touching on what the

natural world can teach us about self-forgiveness and acceptance, as a tribute to Childsplay.

Aoife – Vocals | Keith- Harmony Vocals | Molly – Harmony Vocals

Ariel – Cello | Sheila – fiddle | Bonnie – fiddle
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4 Frost Place/Otherwise Engaged/The Aughamore
D Shannon Heaton/BMI Arranged by Shannon Heaton

Frost Place was written by Shannon for Lissa Schneckenburger and Corey DiMario on

the occasion of their wedding. She also composed Otherwise Engaged during the winter of

2007 and named the tune during the 2008 Childsplay tour during the onstage “proposal”

during Love Me Tender. The Aughamore is a classic Ed Reavy composition.

Shannon – Flute | Sam – Banjo | Lissa – Fiddle | Sheila – Fiddle

5 I am a Youth that’s Inclined to Ramble (Traditional)

Arranged by Sean O’Laughlin, Arranged for Childsplay by John McGann/Arbor Vitae Music/ASCAP

Aoife has performed this beautiful Irish ballad with the Boston Pops and thought that it

would fit nicely with the great range of musical voices within Childsplay. She feel in love

with this song the minute she heard Paul Brady singing it – his voice, the words, the

melody, everything about it

just compelled her to make

it part of her repertoire.

Aoife – Vocals

Naomi – Viola

Shannon – Flute

Hanneke - Fiddle
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formed through Bob—the musicians on my
CD, the engineer, and my best friend to
name a few.

Bob continues to weave connections between
the violins he creates and the voices they
produce. This family of instruments and musi-
cians called Childsplay comes together for a
reunion once a year. It is a weeklong musical
event culminating in performances, tours, and
recordings such as this one! It is a unique
musical experience leaving a lasting impression.

As you listen to our voices on this CD, I
hope you are le with the same lasting
impression.

Until next time…..

Sheila Falls

6 Mothers of the Disappeared/The Evenstar Mothers of the Disappeared

(Hewson, Evans, Mullen, Clayton) / The Evenstar/D 2004 Hanneke Cassel | Arranged by Hanneke Cassel

The Mothers of the Disappeared demonstrated, against unconscionable acts of oppression,

the best of the human spirit during Argentina’s dirty war. This is a song of remembrance

and courage, sung for mothers everywhere. We then move into The Evenstar, a beautiful

tune composed by Hanneke Cassel that features the interplay between Aoife’s voice and

those of the violins. This set is dedicated to my Argentinean friends who lost loved ones

in that war.

Aoife – Vocals | Hanneke – Fiddle | Shannon – Whistle and Accordion

Ariel – Cello | Keith – Guitar

7 SamSam Amidon/Good Morning to your Night Cap
SamSam Amidon D Black Isle Music/BMI | Arranged by Keith Murphy/ D Black Isle Music/BMI

Composed by Keith Murphy, SamSam Amidon is in 7/8 time (as is the title) and show-

cases the fine fiddling of Sam Amidon himself, blended with the musical layering of the

group. Good morning to your Night Cap, a traditional tune recorded first by Michael

Coleman some 80 years ago, features a wonderful weaving of Shannon’s and Sam’s

instruments before the rhythmic tapestry is completed by the whole band. Note the

“horn” tribute to the Electric Light Orchestra!

Keith – Piano | Sam – Fiddle | Shannon – Whistle
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IT WAS TEN YEARS AGO when I acquired my instrument beautifully
craed by Bob Childs. I first met Bob while teaching a fiddle class in
Boston in which he was a student. When he discovered that I needed

another violin, he offered to make me one and that is
when it all began.

At the time I did not realize that with the birth of this
instrument I would also become part of a family of mu-

sicians united by one voice, the Childs family of violins known as Child-
splay. While Bob’s instruments are all unique as are the musicians that
play them, they all possess the same familial quality—the warm tone of
Bob’s own voice that is heard in all of his instruments.

However, Bob’s gi does not end there. With Bob’s guidance, his instru-
ments continue on to forge bonds that create music all on their own.
Bob has a wonderful ability to bring people together who have never
met. Some of my most meaningful musical friendships have been

Voices
United

8 Christmas in Washington
(Steve Earle) Arranged by John McGann/Arbor Vitae Music/ASCAP/Additional melody/Hanneke Cassel

Steve Earle has suggested that music can play an important role in achieving social justice

and he captures that idea in this thought-provoking song. Lord knows we need a whole lot

more of Woody Guthrie right now.

Aoife – Vocals | Lissa – Harmony vocals | John – wooden banjo | Hanneke – Fiddle

9 Queen Maeve’s Slumber
D Sheila Falls-Keohane/BMI | Arranged by John McGann/Arbor Vitae Music/ASCAP

When we failed to find a suitable air for our 2008 tour, Sheila volunteered to write one.

She composed this gorgeous tune while her three year old “Queen Maeve” took an after-

noon nap. Queen Maeve was the Queen of Connaught. As legend has it, she rests atop a

40 ft. hill of stones in County Sligo, often referred to as “Maeve’s Hill” by Sheila’s family

when they are visiting Ireland.

10 Sweet Sunny South (Traditional) Arranged by John McGann/Arbor Vitae Music /ASCAP

This poetic ballad paints a portrait of the South, reflecting the importance of our connec-

tions to home and the home of our early days, no matter how far we roam. In addition to

Aoife’s spirited rendition, this song also features nice solos by Ariel Friedman on cello and

Steve Hickman on fiddle.

Aoife – Vocals | John – Banjo | Ariel – Cello | Steve – Fiddle
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CHILDSPLAY IS ABOUT COMMUNITY. It’s about the
art that is created when people from all different
musical and social backgrounds
come together and spend time
getting to know each other.
We perform well together not
because we’ve spent hours fine tuning every note …
but because someone in the group made us laugh
earlier in the day … because we have eaten meals
together … because we’ve gotten in huge, intense
conversations about conspiracy theories … because
we spent all last night making up ridiculous songs
on the bus from Maine back to Lexington. Bob
Childs and his fiddles bring us together and give
us this opportunity to retreat into another world.
For a few days every year all these different musical
personalities unite and become one, CRAZY-LY
joyful voice.

Hanneke Cassel

Joyful
Voice

11 Compliments to Cameron Chisholm/Waiting for the Dawn
(Compliments to Cameron Chisholm D Maybelle Chisholm/Socan/Canadian Archives/

Waiting for the Dawn/D 2006 Hanneke Cassel)

Composed by Cape Breton piano legend Maybelle Chisholm for her brother, fiddler

Cameron Chisholm, this opening strathspey sets the tone for the band before we break

into the driving and compelling rhythms and harmonies of the title tune of our CD,

Hanneke Cassel’s Waiting for the Dawn

12 Soir et Matin Arranged by Pete Sutherland

This beautiful waltz was written in 1987 by French guitarist Giles Le Bigot while on

tour in the United States and is dedicated to “those touring musicians who go to bed very

late and get up very early.” This tune is played by Childsplay for our dear friend and

band member Kerry Elkin who has had to put his fiddle down due to illness.

Ellen – Fiddle | Lissa – Fiddle | Hanneke – Fiddle | Naomi – Viola | Ariel – Cello

Kathleen – Harp | Shannon – Flute

13 Love Me Tender (Matson, Pressley) Arranged by John McGann/Arbor Vitae Music/ASCAP

My wife Hilary and I sing this incredibly tender love song as a lullaby to our son Liam.

Aoife has created the most beautiful version here.

Aoife – Vocals | Molly – Harmony Vocals | Kathleen – Harp
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It is oen said that when played soulfully the violin, of all musical
instruments, sounds the most like the human voice. Through my dream,
I came to realize that by craing violins I had learned to give voice to a
part of myself for which I had no language, no voice. The early music of
Childsplay was strictly fiddle music without vocals. Blending voice and
violin on this recording represents a maturation of the music of Childsplay,
and perhaps reflects my own developing capacity for expression.

Among the many cherished and unexpected gis I’ve received from
violinmaking have been the friendships I’ve made with the amazing

musicians who come into my shop. Each musician has his
or her own story, a story which infuses each instrument I
make and helps shape its voice. Together theses voices
create the unique sound of Childsplay, with its breadth
of stylistic repertoire and its strong familial bonds. It is
my joy and privilege to be a part of this musical family.

Bob Childs
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the familial timbre of the instruments they
play---a quality similar to the vocal blending
of singers from the same family.

Every crasman draws inspiration from a per-
sonal story Mine has to do with my early years
living in foster homes, and a dream I had in
my 30s, aer having finished my violinmaking
training and having opened up my own shop.
This is my dream: I am trying to enter a country
in Europe. Border guards tell me that I must
stop at the customs house. Once inside, I am
led through a series of rooms until I come to one
that is totally dark except for a single light
shining on a table. The guard points to a violin
lying on the table and motions for me to pick
it up. I do as I’m asked, and when I turn the
violin over, I see, inlaid in its back, an image
of a small boy crying.

IN THE CHILDREN’S STORY, “The Voice of the Wood,” Claude
Clement tells of a violinmaker who crafts his instruments while gazing
at a beautiful tree. He is inspired by the symphony of birds singing in
the tree. His quest is to match the beauty of that sound. When the tree

finally dies, he makes a violin from its wood.
The instrument is magical, its voice unsur-
passed in beauty.

Each violinmaker shares in this quest to
coax a beautiful sound from wood. After hundreds of years of the craft,
and with all our modern scientific knowledge, there is still an inexplica-
ble element to how a craftsman translates his skills into creating a
beautiful sounding instrument. Moreover, the mark of a mature luthier
is consistency. How does a violinmaker create from many different
pieces of wood musical instruments whose voices have a consistent
tone and timbre? This is the mystery of the violin.

It is rare to hear a whole family of instruments made by the same crafts-
man playing together. Childsplay offers this opportunity. The group’s
special sound lies not only in the skill of the individual musicians but in

TheVoice
of theViolin


